**Correctional alarm response**

Each student will need full riot gear, 1 gas grenade (CS,CN or OC), gas mask and baton. The objectives of this course are to prepare the graduate to:
1. Form an IRF
2. Act as part of an IRF
3. Provide input for a cohesive procedure at their respective facility for riot control procedures.

**Topics to be covered**

- Equipment considerations.
- Crossbow formations.
- Heavy contact team.
- Mass (felon) prisoner control considerations.
- Supervising the IRF
- Use of the video camera.
- Planning for mutual aid.
- Group dynamics (disturbances, passive agitators, and riots).
- Small team formations.
- Force multiplication techniques.
- Use of chemical agents and 37mm less than lethal weapons.
- Media access and public relations considerations (public perceptions).
- Medical precautions and planning for contingencies.

IMTT developed this course of instruction in response to escalating violence in correctional facilities throughout the United States. Over 30 prisons in one state have formally adopted the IRF concept as official policy. The result; numerous facilities have quelled incidents with a minimum of force, few injuries (both inmate and staff) and little or no media attention. The IRF has demonstrated its effectiveness in the correctional setting time and again. Nothing speaks louder than a proven track record! This has been developed by and for real world correctional professionals.

**Correctional alarm response, heavy contact**

Train the client agency in the use of this methodology and perform it when time is of the essence. This technique & tactic allows rapid immediate response, isolation and rescue of staff members with the least level of force required to accomplish the mission. This facilitates control of the entire effected crisis site with the minimum of personnel. This is based on real world, on the ground experiences of our staff. We have lived this first hand and applied this methodology personally in the prison setting.

**Course objectives:** Integrate the “Heavy contact team” within the “Alarm response” plan for the specific client institution and or facility. Prepare the agency for the worst case scenario of Hostage taking, barricaded inmates within a facility blocking the escape of staff and takeover of areas within the Correctional setting.

**Topics to be covered:**

1. Heavy contact team explanation
2. Intent
3. Missions
4. Recommended uses
5. Types of persons and crowd identities
6. Definitions
7. Persons & personalities involved,
8. Tactics the mobs uses
9. Preliminary procedures to control mobs
10. Video documentary evidence
11. Specifics of the heavy contact team make up
12. Description of personnel duties and assignment

Each student will need a pen/ pencil and writing paper.
High-risk prisoner transport
The objective of this course is to prepare the graduate to;
1. Plan and conduct advances prior to transportation of high-risk persons.
2. Conduct safe movement and transfers of high risk persons to,

A. Court appearances.
B. Medical services
C. Interagency agreements
D. Via commercial Aircraft public transfers.

Topics to be covered during this course of instruction:
* Equipment and weapon considerations.
* Route selections and mapping.
* Planning considerations.
* Convoy considerations.
* Medical and hospital considerations.
* Commercial Air precautions and specifics.

Escape apprehension team course
Each student will need clothing suitable for field wear and a compass.

The objective of this course is to prepare the graduate to;
1. Formulate cohesive policy & procedures in response to escapes from a custody facility.
2. Track, apprehend and return to custody escapees from correctional facilities.

Topics to be covered:
# Man tracking & jump track blocking techniques.
# Egress prediction.
# Vehicle employment and considerations.
# Basic patrolling methods.
# Basic surveillance methods.
# Time as the enemy.
# Crime scene preservation.

# Map reading
# Escape predication factors.
# Considerations of the use K-9’s
# Terrain analysis
# Institutional procedures in response to escapes.
# Basic equipment procedures and rapid deployment.
CERT less lethal “Correctional Emergency Response Team” basic course (CRT 101 LL)

This class has been delivered under contract to US Correctional facilities, Jail facilities, and return to custody facilities on contract through the NIC as well as numerous other agencies. These contracts include but not limited to foreign friendly nations.

General course description overview: This class is designed for establishment of a team within your agency or organization. At the end of the course we provide guidance for administrative, supervising staff focused on demonstrated skills and student performance. It is up to the agency to retain or remove team members not IMTT. Our responsibility is to provide the best training possible within the time limits and contract services required. This is neither a boot camp, military Special Operations selection nor a “gut check”. Our staff isn’t military drill instructors, nor are we running selection for the SEALS, Rangers or Special Forces! We are professionals providing service to professionals with high expectations. Our focus is achieving learning objectives, while providing the safest training environment possible, all in order reduce injuries; loss of work time on the part of employees and the agency. We conduct a “needs assessment” prior to any agreement being implemented.

Course intent: Train, prepare and establish a group of assigned personnel capable of performing basic disturbance control and certify them with the proper tools to perform the mission. (Jails, Prisons, Return to custody and or other).

Course objectives: Assemble a group of personnel from an agency and or collective group of personnel representing a group of agencies. Form this group into a team of personnel capable of; conceptualizing, planning, preparing and successfully executing a disturbance control in a Correctional setting.

Topics to be covered

* Physical testing evaluation of personnel
* Certification Expandable baton
* Certification Chemical agents
* Basic concerns Correctional settings
* Basic defensive tactics
* Modern tactics for the Correctional setting for clearing operations
* Large structure clearing / securing operations
* High volume prisoner handling concerns & considerations
* Certification Impact weapon
* Certification Light Sound diversionary device
* Historical overview of Corrections disturbance control (CASE STUDIES)
* Basic operational Planning
* Use of restraints (all types)
* Application of force multiplication
* Large area clearing and securing operations
* Basic personnel accountability processes

Student target population: Corrections, Jail or Agency personnel you have selected to be part of your team or group assigned to your facility for response.

Cost: Quoted confidentially per agency:

Course instructors: All personnel have or are currently assigned to a state prison maximum security facility with real experience. All are California state certified Hostage Rescue team members with field experience in the same. All have held team leader assignments for over ten years (some over 20) and many are still supervisors with the California Correctional system as well as assigned to teams.

Length: minimum 4 days
Correctional hostage rescue (CHR 101) Phase 1

This class has been delivered under contract to Department of Homeland security, US Correctional facilities, NTOA, Jail facilities, and return to custody facilities on contract through the NIC as well as numerous other agencies. These contracts include but not limited to foreign friendly nations.

**General course description overview:** This course of instruction can be provided for any group, organization or entity on request. We counsel directly with the agency, provide advice and assistance in the selection of personnel to attend. This class is designed for established teams and groups within your agency or organization. Physical standards are set by the agency and weapons qualification is per your agency policy. However we will implement and grade student’s performance based on current industry standards. At the end of the course we provide guidance for administrative, supervising staff focused on demonstrated skills and student performance. It is up to the agency to retain or remove team members not IMTT. Our responsibility is to provide the best training possible within the time limits and contract services required. This is neither a boot camp, military Special Operations selection nor a "gut check". We focus strongly achieving learning objectives, while providing the safest training environment possible, all in order reduce injuries; loss of work time on the part of employees and the agency. This is a team event and we expect the employees to work as a team throughout the training. This course is custom designed based on the needs of the client and the physical / plant structure of the facility. We conduct a "needs assessment" prior to any agreement being implemented.

**Course intent:** Train, prepare and establish a group of assigned personnel capable of performing "Hostage rescue" in the Correctional setting (Jails, Prisons, Return to custody and or other).

**Course objectives:** Assemble a group of personnel from an agency and or collective group of personnel representing a group of agencies. Form this group into a team of personnel capable of; conceptualizing, planning, preparing and successfully executing a Hostage Rescue in a Correctional setting.

**Topics to be covered:**
- Physical testing evaluation of personnel
- Criminal and civil litigation concerns within the agency use of force policy
- Historical overview and the differentiation between Corrections (fortified locations) and LE SWAT typical HR operations
- Vulnerabilities of Correctional settings
- The five phases of CHR operations
- Large structure clearing / securing operations
- Immediate action and medical evacuation processes
- High volume Hostage handling procedures and methodologies
- Sniper / designated marksman considerations
- Weapons qualifications
- Defensive Tactics and Hand to Hand methodologies during CQB
- Planning considers
- Application of less-lethal force options during CHR operations
- Forced entry considerations and breaching concerns
- High volume prisoner handling concerns & considerations
- Personnel accountability processes
- Linear assaults (focused on the agency transportation specific to the organization)

**Student target population:** Basic SWAT / SERT trained staff. Basic academy required, this is not a basic course. Corrections, Jail or Agency personnel currently assigned and trained as a team to your facility for response.

**Cost:** Quoted confidentially per agency

**Course instructors:** All personnel have or are currently assigned to state prison maximum security facility with real experience. All are California state certified Hostage Rescue team members with field experience in the same. All have held team leader assignments and many are still supervisors with the California Correctional system as well as assigned to teams.

**Length:** minimum 5 days
Armored Vehicle operation” MRAP driver certification & tactical applications course | MRAP 1

This course is for all types of armored vehicle currently in use and being donated to police agencies.

This course is for police special operations units within the law enforcement community with focus on the deployment methods and unique tactical capabilities of the. Things to be covered are proven deployment capabilities of this vehicle during tactical operations such as high-risk warrant, hostage rescue, armed barricaded subjects and officer/citizen rescue operations. It will also cover the delivery of personnel, the use of various weapons shooting platforms, breaching capabilities and the vehicle’s other utilizations.

1. Driver requirements and responsibilities
2. Preventive maintenance
3. General hazards of operation
4. Basic operational concerns
5. Preparations and proper set-up
6. Ballistic capabilities & vulnerabilities
7. Deployment concerns & considerations
8. Deployment of chemical agents
9. Incident Debriefs highlighting the use of the Armored Vehicle
10. Mobile shield techniques
11. Public Perception
12. Officer/citizen rescue operations
13. Shooting platforms
14. Utilization for pre-planned and unplanned operations

Course length: 6 days / 40 hours

Vehicle types: all types currently in use by US Military Forces, to include civilian models specific to Law Enforcement use.
• Equipment securing and deployment
• Basic operation
• Staging and deployment of personnel
• Shooting from and around the vehicle
• Chemical agent deployment
• Driving familiarization and techniques
• Preventive maintenance concerns
• Use of vehicle as cover
• Downed officer/citizen rescue
• Vehicle hostage rescue operations (dynamic)
• Breaching techniques & methods

Location: CONUS (USA Only)

Restrictions: Law enforcement or US Military personnel (including NATO countries) are authorized for attendance.

Instructor profiles: All personnel are former US Military personnel who are Federally certified, “Master Driver Instructors” with all proper permits and training to issue drivers certification and licensing. All have operated this vehicle during combat operations in Iraqi and Afghanistan. Our “Lead instructor” has extensive military and Law Enforcement SWAT experience. Resumes provided on request.